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Our Focus

WHO WE ARE

Broadway Group was formed in 2021 to bring together Broadway
Engineering and AVPE systems.

Creating a diversified aerospace manufacturing group with extensive
capabilities and customers in civil, defence, production, and
aftermarket market sectors.

The Group has deep engineering expertise, comprehensive machining
facilities and specialist capabilities including thread rolling, heat
treatment and NDT. 

Broadway Group remains a private, family owned business with a track
record of long-term, sustainable growth, and has an ambitious long-
term strategy.



Our Focus

 Jobs that make a difference!

WHAT IS ENGINEERING?

Engineers are creative and hands-on and have the ability to
transform the lives of billions of people with their skills.

Engineers solve problems, design and create things.

Engineering is for everyone!

You don’t need to be top of your class for Maths and Science! 

If you like to solve problems, or enjoy modifying, fixing or even
inventing new things then engineering could be for you.

There are lots of different types of engineering to chose from.
Almost anything you can think of will have some sort of
engineering behind it.



GETTING IN TO ENGINEERING

SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY
DEGREE

WORK

APPRENTICESHIPSSIXTH FORM/FE

Useful subjects include
science, maths , DT &

computing

At all levels,
including

Degree/Graduate 

Professional
registration

A Levels / T Levels /
HNC / HND /

Foundation Degree

Bachelors (BEng/Bsc) 
Masters (MENg)



Apprenticeships give you the opportunity to earn money while
you learn and are a great alternative to more traditional
learning methods.

Being an apprentice isn’t the same as being a college or
university student. 

WHAT IS AN APPRENTICESHIP?

You won’t just study and gain new knowledge as an
apprentice, you’ll be putting what you learn straight into
practice. Apprentices don’t have to pay tuition fees either.

Apprenticeships are available at all levels. You will be employed
by us meaning that you will be earning whilst learning! 

At the end of your apprenticeship you will complete and End
Point Assessment (EPA)



WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?

Earning good money

Not only will you earn whilst
completing your apprenticeship,
but engineers can generally
expect to earn more over their
lifetime than other graduate
subjects.

The chances of finding and  
retaining employment are
good. The future is bright for
Engineers!

You will recieve the same
benefits as other employees. 

You can be any age once you’ve
reached 16. There is no upper age
limit.

You will recieve plenty of support
from the orgnisaion and your
dedicated tutors.

No student debt! 

16



APPLYING

You must be 16 or over to apply for
an apprenticeship. 

Apprenticeships will usually start
inline with new term times and
we will begin to recruit from
around March.

You will generally need at least
Grade 4 in Maths, English and a
Science related subject.

We can provide additional
support should you need to
complete a Functional Skills
upgrade.

Applications should be made via
BEMA



8-12 Knapps Lane, 
St. George,

Bristol.
BS5 7UH.
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